
Hyper Productivity: 1.67 grams 
per watt!

Uxbridge 
MA
Cannabis 
Grow 
Operation

EXCLUSIVELY REPRESENTED

SPENCER MARR
Phone:  516.521.1110
Email:
spencer@sanghasystems.com
 

Unique opportunity to set up your cannabis grow operation on 50 acres in Uxbridge, MA.  
Sangha has secured ag-zoned land and pre-qualified on-site renewable energy generation.  

This site is southeast of Worcester and is ready to receive your greenhouse or hydroponic grow 
containers.  Sangha has optimized the site to stay within MA’s lighting power density (LPD) 
regulations by generating energy with on-site solar energy and battery storage, thus requiring 
only a minimal grid footprint.  You can easily max out a 100,000 sqft. license at this site, all while 
maintaining the lowest OpEx figures anywhere because of Sangha’s energy solutions.  Sangha 
has developed full plan sets to construct a solar array capable of offsetting over half of the 
energy a grower will have to purchase from the grid and ensuring compliance with the 36 
watt/sqft MA regulation.

Take advantage of the new MA regulations that encourage cannabis cultivation using renewable 
energy.  Solar PPA will be available for a 10 - 20% discount to the utility power!  Sangha has 
designed a PPA product especially for growers, typically excluded from PPAs offered by other 
solar developers.  We have also developed a bespoke solution for energy modeling to reduce the 
grow operation’s energy footprint. 

Current site ownership is open to discussing a lease or purchase, and Sangha Systems and its 

partners have made this site turnkey.  With an interested licensee, we are equipped to approach 

the municipality to create a favorable site hosting arrangement within the context of MA 

regulations.  Sangha has pre-qualified various business models.  All stakeholders are flexible on 

ownership stake and CapEx / OpEx allocation.  Low development fee for this ready-to-go 

business opportunity for the right organization!

Serious inquiries only please

https://www.sanghasystems.com/
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